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1.
The subject of this paper is the emergence, around 1968–1972, of two types of authorship: the
independent curator and the installation artist. These authorships arise from similar impulses,
but lead to different functions. In making this argument, I will position myself against the
Russian art critic, philosopher and occasional curator Boris Groys, who, in a recent essay,
maintains that there is no distinction between (curated) exhibitions and (artistic) installation art.
He writes:
At least since the 1960s, artists have created installations in order to demonstrate their personal
practices of selection. These installations, however, have been nothing other than exhibitions
curated by artists, in which objects by others may be – and are – represented as well as objects
by the artist. . . . In short, once the identification between creation and selection has been
established, the roles of the artist and of the curator also became identical. A distinction
between the (curated) exhibition and the (artistic) installation is still commonly made, but it is
essentially obsolete.1
Today, Groys continues, we can no longer speak of the authorial autonomy of the artist
because he or she, from the beginning, is involved in collaborative, collective, institutionalised,
productive practice (p. 94). In other words, since Duchamp, the roles of the curator and the
artist are one and the same, because the ready-made equated the acts of creation and
selection. Today, authorship is no longer singular, argues Groys, but a “multiple authorship“
more akin to that of a film, a theatrical production or a concert.
Groys’ argument strikes me as wrong. Although there is a clear point of overlap between
curatorial and artistic authorship, it is unwise to conflate the two. To separate these roles I will
take three steps: the institutional endorsement of installation art; the emergence of the
independent curator; and the tension between them in the emergence of institutional critique.

2.
The histories of installation art and curating are of course intertwined. In her book The Power of
Display: A History of Exhibition Installations at the Museum of Modern Art (1998), Mary Anne
Staniszewski presents exhibition installation as a precursor of installation art. She argues that
this shift takes place at MoMA with the exhibition Spaces (1970) and the Project Rooms series
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(1971). These exhibitions of installations immediately impacted upon the role of the curator,
Jennifer Licht, because there was no longer an “object“ for her to install, just a set of technical
and administrative functions to fulfill. As Staniszewski notes in relation to Spaces, this new
curatorial function included the securing of private sponsorship in the form of carpets, lighting,
acoustic panels, miniature fir trees, strobe lights, etc. She points out the irony that the more
artists asserted their autonomy by treating the museum gallery as a neutral framework for their
installations, the more the corporation stepped in as co-sponsor of the work.
A similar convergence of exhibition design and installation art takes place in Europe at the same
time, albeit with less recourse to sponsorship. It can be seen in the anti-subjective post-minimalist tradition (e.g. Richard Long at Konrad Fischer, 1968; Daniel Buren at Prospect 68), and in a
more subjectively authored trajectory, such as Joseph Beuys’ installation of the Block Beuys

(1970) or the collectively-produced and continually recycled installations of Paul Thek (1971–
1973).3 In each of these examples, the installation artist brings about a diversification of the
curatorial role, with a consequent displacement of curatorial interpretation onto the apparatus
surrounding the exhibition. The installation and its author are the singular unit of meaning –
rather than the curator’s proposal of a thematic, historical, generational or geographic theme
that unites multiple, individually-authored meanings.
3.
This tension is played out most conspicuously in Documenta 5, 1972, the first major
international exhibition in which a significant number of artists work in installation, taking over an
entire room to show one work (Michael Asher, Richard Serra, Bruce Nauman, Paul Thek, Art
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and Language, Joseph Beuys and Vito Acconci). The exhibition was directed by Harald
Szeemann, today celebrated as the first independent curator following his resignation from the
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Berne Kunsthalle in 1969. At Documenta 5, Szeemann led a team of curators to produce an
eccentric exhibition under the general rubric Questions of Reality: The Image-World Today. The
exhibition was split into 15 discrete sections, and presented reality not just through works of art,
but through the broader field of visual culture: the work of the mentally ill, science fiction images,
political propaganda, Swiss bank notes, and “trivialrealism“ (kitsch objects including souvenirs
of the Pope, military insignia, garden gnomes, and so on). Alongside these small displays were
three themed panoramas of contemporary art, the most controversial being Individual
Mythologies. This featured over 70 artists working in performance, installation and process art.
Through this section, Szeemann posited that all artistic activity, even in its most political and
critical forms, concerns the formation of an interior world. 6 As you can imagine, such an
eccentric structure broke with the convention of showing only high art at Documenta, and
stamped Szeemann’s identity over the exhibition to the extent that since 1972, all Documentas
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have been referred to by the name of the curator.
It is perhaps unsurprising that this proposition received a hostile response among some artists,
particularly those whose work explicitly opposed interiority, expression and myth. Ten artists cosigned a letter to the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung complaining about Szeemann’s curatorial
vision, while two others published heated essays in the catalogue. 8 Daniel Buren accused
Szeemann of exhibiting the exhibition as work of art, arguing that “The works presented are
carefully chosen touches of color in the tableau that composes each section (room) as a
whole.“9 One senses that this strategy would be acceptable if the carefully chosen touches of
colour were objects chosen by an artist; then there would be no competing model of authorship.
But in Buren’s eyes, Szeemann turned the museum into a tableau “whose author is none other
than the exhibition organizer“. The secondary or meta-authorship of the curator displaced the
primary authorship of the artist. At the core of Buren’s complaint is the artist’s loss of autonomy
when the curator becomes auteur – even while this fails to acknowledge the impossibility of a
“pure“ and uninflected presentation of art.10
In a similar vein, Robert Smithson’s now celebrated essay “Cultural Confinement“, also
published in the Documenta 5 catalogue, begins with an invective against the “exhibition maker“
as imprisoner of cultural meaning. Smithson rails against the white walled gallery that separates
art from the outside world, and against the imposition of curatorial metaphysics. This is because
both conspire towards consumption: the “neutralised, ineffective, abstracted, safe, and politically
lobotomised“ work of art becomes “ready to be consumed by society. All is reduced to visual
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fodder and transportable merchandise“. The implication is that good curating will not just
display according to given conventions, but be as dialectical as the works of art it aspires to
show.
Robert Morris’ letter of withdrawal from Documenta, dated 6 May 1972, more directly concerns
the gap between artistic and curatorial authorship. Morris objected to having his work used
illustrate “misguided sociological principles or outmoded art historical categories“ – a clear
reference to Individual Mythologies, whose premise could not be more removed from Morris’
anti-expressionism. He complains that Szeemann has not consulted him as to which work will

be shown, but has clearly indicated which work he wishes to include. 12 Morris also claims that
Szeemann has not been in touch with him after he has expressed a desire to be represented by
a different work to the one requested. This is important, for it introduces the idea that the curator
has an ethical or moral obligation that is significantly different to an artist’s aesthetics of artistic
presentation. What Morris wants from a curator is someone who respects the artist’s wishes,
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communicates clearly, and is available for negotiation. In other words, a figure who is
subservient to the artist and who does not contest his/her authorship.
There is no clearer way to grasp these expectations than to imagine these complaints applied to
an installation, or to an artist-curated exhibition. Although both curating and installation are
concerned with selection, they function within different discursive spheres: curatorial selection is
always an ethical negotiation of pre-existing authorships, rather than the artistic creation of
meaning sui generis.
4.
Marcel Broodthaers’ Musée d’Art Moderne (1968–1972) is essential to elaborating this complex
interplay of power and responsibility. As the first instance of an artist presenting an exhibition as
installation art (rather than the mise-en-scène of work by one’s contemporaries, e.g. Duchamp
1938), Broodthaers’ fictional museum installation cannot be seen apart from the larger context
of the battle for autonomy and self-determination that climaxed in the protests of 1968. The
Musée d’Art Moderne was founded, wrote Broodthaers, “under pressure of the political period of
its time“: it “shared a character connected to the events of 1968, that is, to a type of political
event experienced by every country“.14 Broodthaers had participated in the occupation of the
Palais des Beaux-Arts in May 1968, and the installation of a Musée d’Art Moderne in his own
home four months later is indissociable from the motives leading to this occupation: a desire to
exert control over culture, and to steer rather than be steered by authority. In an open letter
written at the end of the occupation, dated 7 June 1968, Broodthaers expressed these
sentiments in a characteristically elliptical fashion:
What is culture? I write. I have taken the floor. I am a negotiator for an hour or two. I say I. I
resume my personal attitude. I fear anonymity. (I would like to control the meaning/direction of
culture.)15
The first avatar of Broodthaers’ Musée d’Art Moderne, the Section XIXème Siècle, comprised a
series of rooms in which the trappings of exhibition installation were themselves staged: packing
crates, ladders, signage, and so on. It was an installation created from the mise-en-scène of the
apparatus of installing art. Broodthaers added to this installation with announcements, signs,
open letters, invitations and speeches, all of which has been extensively discussed as a
strategy to invoke the apparatus of institutional authority as a performative repertoire of
conventions.16 The signs and postcards also evoke the nineteenth century, and we can
speculate why this might be. In this period, the public museum replaced the private collection of
art, the avant-garde emerged in opposition to the academy, and the romantic paradigm of
individual artist genius was instantiated. The nineteenth century therefore provides an
ambivalent model: the emergence of a democratic public space, but also the institutionalisation
of bourgeois individualism. It is in this tension between private and public that the function of the
curator comes into play, mediating between private accomplishment and the new public sphere.
Numerous avatars of the Musée d’Art Moderne appeared following the closure of the Brussels
installation in September 1969.17 The largest and most ambitious section opened in May 1972
at the Düsseldorf Kunsthalle: the Section des Figures, The Eagle from the Oligocene to Today,
an exhibition of over 300 objects borrowed from over forty museums and private collections,
each of which bore the image of an eagle, and which were conventionally installed on the walls
and in vitrines. Each object was accompanied by a label stating, in English, French or German,
“This is not a work of art“ – a contraction of Magritte’s The Treason of Images, 1928, with the
logic of Duchamp’s Fountain, 1917. Broodthaers wrote that the titles of Magritte’s paintings
provided a surplus that exceeded rational explanation: they “simply seal the viewer’s

incomprehension and displace the work into an intellectual realm where it is rendered completely unavailable to any common interpretation“.18 By borrowing the deictic “This is...“ of Magritte’s
painting (a formula recently reprised by Tino Sehgal), Broodthaers could allow interpretation to
proliferate: “this“ could refer to the word in the sentence, the label itself, the individual object it
sat next to, the grouping of objects in a vitrine, the exhibition itself or the act of deciphering it.
The many layers of negation here echo a passage in Michel Foucault’s essay on René Magritte,
This is Not a Pipe (1968), which Broodthaers recommended to readers in his catalogue to the
Düsseldorf exhibition. Focusing on a late version of Magritte’s painting called Les Deux
Mystères (1966), Foucault observes that:
Everything is solidly anchored within a pedagogic space. A painting “shows“ a drawing that
“shows“ the form of a pipe; a text written by a zealous instructor “shows“ that a pipe is really
what is meant. We do not see the teacher’s pointer, but it rules throughout – precisely like his
voice, in the act of articulating very clearly, “This is a pipe.“ From painting to image, from image
to text, from text to voice, a sort of imaginary pointer indicates, shows, fixes, locates, imposes a
system of references, tries to stabilise a unique space. But why have we introduced the
teacher’s voice? Because scarcely has he stated, “This is not a pipe, but a drawing of a pipe“,
“This is not a pipe but a sentence saying that this is not a pipe“, “The sentence ’this is not a
pipe’ is not a pipe“, “In the sentence ’this is not a pipe’, this is not a pipe: the painting, written
sentence, drawing of a pipe – all this is not a pipe.“19
It is not difficult to transpose this voice of the teacher, attempting to stabilise meaning, to that of
the curator: both embody an institutional authority that mediates between the work of art and its
pupils/viewers. At stake is the site of meaning and the impossibility of “showing“ this meaning in
a word or an object. Foucault ends his chapter with a vision of the pipe rising above the
blackboard/easel and the children laughing – because even this pipe is not a pipe, but yet
another drawing of a pipe, exactly the same as the one in the picture (or picture within a picture). He envisages a collapse of meaning: the easel breaks, the painting falls to the floor, the
words scatter.20 Broodthaers’ Section des Figures, and indeed all of the Musée d’Art Moderne,
can be seen as encouraging such a rupture with pedagogic interpretation: in the words of
Foucault, it shatters “not only the syntax with which we construct sentences but also that less
apparent syntax which causes words and things (next to but also opposite one another) to ’hang
together’“.21
Hanging together: words in a sentence, and works of art in a space. By appointing himself the
museum’s director, Broodthaers ensures that he cannot be spoken for, and dislodges curatorial
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ventriloquilism with a twofold authorship – selection/creation, but also mediation. In this
respect it is fitting that the final avatar of the Musée d’Art Moderne took place at Documenta 5 in
1972 and included the Section Publicité – the use of the eagle in advertising, shown alongside
the Museum’s own archive, functioning as publicity for each other. It was accompanied by the
Section d’Art Moderne, located in Szeemann’s sub-section Artists’ Museums. This installation
featured a plaque on the floor surrounded by stanchions, bearing the slogan “Private Property“
in three languages; in the last month of the exhibition, Broodthaers changed this inscription,
accounting for this shift as follows:
“Private property“ – the presentation of this inscription can be understood as as satire on the
identification of Art with Private property. One can also see here the expression of my artistic
power as it is destined to replace that of the organiser – Szeemann from Documenta 5 –
(section Individual Mythologies).
The second aim, finally, seemed to me not to have been attained, and on the contrary, the
inscription reinforces the structure put in place.
Whence the change, – for one of the roles of the artist is to attempt, at least, to carry out a
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subversion of the organisational scheme of an exhibition.

The words of the revised inscription are a series of eleven verbs ending in pouvoir, “to be able
to“, and the only verb capable of functioning as a noun, “power“: the final line of the inscription,
faire informer pouvoir, therefore operates ambiguously as “make inform power“ or “make power
inform“. At its closure, then, the Musée d’Art Moderne enacts a struggle that pits the first
curator-auteur against the first artist-curator. Who constructs meaning, and on whose behalf?
5.
But – to paraphrase Foucault paraphrasing Beckett – does it really matter who is speaking?
Because what is at stake is not the precise and pedantic difference between the curator and the
artist, but the different discourses within which each player functions. It is evident that the rise of
the independent curator has problematised the idea of collective authorship, highlighting the
need for a more nuanced vocabularly to address this. Boris Groys is not the only writer to
compare the curatorial role to the cinema auteur: Rob Storr compares the curator to a film
director who has the final cut – but also to a literary editor who negotiates with publishers and
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writers to get the “best“ version of work that can be attained. For Ralph Rugoff, the curator is a
caretaker; for Viktor Misiano, a psychoanalyst; for Jean-Christophe Ammann, a
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matchmaker. In their 1989 essay “Museum Curator to Exhibition Auteur“, the sociologists
Nathalie Heinrich and Michael Pollack also compare the recently singularised position of curator
to the auteur in cinema theory, but go one step further in attributing the changes in this role to
the proliferation of exhibitions and museums.26 The exponential growth of the culture industry
requires new skills of the curator: “an enlarged administrative role, determining a conceptual
framework, selecting specialised collaborators from various disciplines, directing work crews,
consulting with an architect, assuming a formal position in terms of presentation, organising the
publishing of an encyclopaedic catalogue, etc.“ (p. 236). It is significant that many of these
extraneous roles relate to marketing: there are more exhibitions because there are more venues
for contemporary art, each competing for more audiences, more reviews, more funding, more
sponsorship, and more profile on the international art radar. The expanded role of the curator
dovetails with, and is inseparable from, the promotional productions of the culture industry.
But this is only half of the story.
The newly singularised role of the curator is inseparable from changes in artistic production that
took place during the years 1968–1972 – the years bracketing Broodthaers’ Musée d’Art
Moderne. These are the years of a power-struggle, not simply for control of a space, but for a
control of meaning (and in the case of Broodthaers, the claim to a profoundly ambiguous
meaning). Today, when the influence of the independent critic has been supplanted by a not-so
independent curator as an arbiter of taste – a semi-celebrity sought after by artists and gallerists
alike – it seems ever more pressing to recognise the function of authorial autonomy that is
evacuated in Groys’ claim that the curator and installation artist are a single entity. That
installation art – whose ephemeral and experiential modus operandi so often sought to evade
the market and the museum – ends up a factor in the promotion of both the museum and the
curator, is an irony that perhaps only Broodthaers anticipated.
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